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The fastest and easiest way to discover what your future holds.This original deck of fortune-telling

cards offers insightful advice concerning matters of love, money, health and general prosperity. The

lush artwork is based on Old World myth and lore, and blends Egyptian, Celtic and Fantasy themes

in an elegant Art Nouveau style. Each card features its own unique fortune for a quick reading. An

easy-to-use instruction booklet is included to provide detailed definitions as well as various

traditional and original divinatory spreads. Boxed set contains 48 cards, size 3x5.

Cards: 48 pages

Publisher: Monolith Graphics; 48 Cards and 32 Page Booklet edition (February 3, 2003)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 096757563X

ISBN-13: 978-0967575636

Product Dimensions:  5.1 x 3.2 inches

Shipping Weight: 6.4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.6 out of 5 stars       129 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #112,696 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #168 inÃ‚Â Books > Religion &

Spirituality > Occult & Paranormal > Ancient & Controversial Knowledge   #204 inÃ‚Â Books >

Religion & Spirituality > New Age & Spirituality > Divination > Tarot

Besides being gorgeous, these are very fun cards to use. This deck stands out for its simplicity and

elegance. Its beauty and unusual effectiveness are immediate, and combine to create intriguing and

very enjoyable readings. --Illumination Tarot forumThese cards are just amazing... accurate and to

the point of the matter. A must have. --Aeclectic Tarot forum

Christine Filipak is a graphic designer by trade and spends most of her time doing the layout and

designs for all of the Monolith Graphics products. For 8 years she worked as art director for Dark

Realms Magazine. A regular feature in each issue of the magazine showcased artwork by Christine

in conjunction with a fortune-telling article by "Madame Endora," the popularity of which prompted

the design of this deck of fortune-telling cards.

I really love these. I resonated with them almost immediately and I can't keep my paws off them!The



cards are decent quality, and a little bigger than the standard US Games brand Tarot cards.I don't

know why everyone is complaining about how flimsy they are. They're the same quality as Lo

Scarebo cards. Not super stiff, but not super weak either. They do wear and tear a little easier than

some other decks. The box came to me with some wear and tear already... just take care of the

cards and they will be fine.These are good for beginner and experienced reader alike :)

I'm an avid practitioner of tarot and oracle, and these cards are definitely one of my favorites!

Perfect for beginners and experts alike, they are very blunt with things and they WILL tell you what

you need to hear (not always what you want).

this is an interesting deck of cards. images on the cards come from various cultures, beliefs,

legends, folklore. which is what i think makes it different from typical or standard fortune telling

cards. pictures are colored nicely, none of which are overly "busy", they are slimplistic images. each

has a title and brief meaning on each. card size is about the size of tarot, although they feel a little

larger to me. quality of cards is o.k. but they are not coated really, not like playing cards are. booklet

that comes with it gives brief meanings for each card and has several layouts for you to try. overall i

like this set and it would be good for anyone who doesnt want tarot or who wants something

different to add to their collection of cards.

This deck has an energy of it's own. The cards are awe inspiring and the little book that comes with

it is fully explanatory. I highly recommend this deck for anyone interested in straight forward oracle

decks.

I purchased Madame Endora's cards and I love them. I love the artwork featured on the cards. I

have two other decks, the golden tarot and mystical tarot. Madame Endora's fortune cards are my

favorite. I had previously read some reviews on this item about the quality of the cards being "flimsy

or not durable." I differ with those statements. The cards are firm, as tarot cards should be. I also

liked how the cards feature a quote on the bottom. It's a summary of what the card means. This

deck is a great way for beginners to learn to give simple card readings. It is not the same as regular

tarot cards, it's more of an intuitive deck.I was very satisfied with the quality of this product, and I

recommend it for anyone looking to dabble into the new age spirituality and/or intuitive readings.

Tarot cards are very expensive if you purchase them from a new age store. These are priced at an

extremely affordable price. I will purchase from this seller again. Fast, honest and reliable.



While NOT an actual Tarot deck (it's more like an Oracle deck although more extensive), it is

surprisingly easy and FUN to use. Very good, not excellent artwork, each card is labeled a bit as to

its meaning.

Oracle (or Tarot) decks would resonate with each reader differently. For example... a beautiful art

work doesn't necessarily connect us well to a deck. For me, this deck works perfectly. A perfect

match. It's not always easy to find such decks. I like a key word with a simple description and

focused image in each card. Card stock is somewhat flimsy, but I colored the edges with black ink. It

helps protect cards a bit more. Overall, I love working with this deck.

With all of the rave reviews surrounding this deck, I am surprised and disappointed with the flimsy,

poor quality of the card stock. It is without doubt the worst card stock I have ever seen, even worse

than the LoTR tarot deck. The cards are so thin that I doubt the deck can stand up to regular

shuffling...a standard deck of playing cards is more sturdy than this. The art is very lovely and the

booklet is nice..a fine divination system *ruined* by cheap publishing..I'm so let down.
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